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Abstract: 

Indian Soap opera changed a lot in recent times. Storyline, screening, portrayal of women, in 

every sphere it matured a lot. It successfully overcomes the‟ K‟ genre, where “sans-bahu” where 

the main character, where one of them whether vamp or the holy cow. In those serial storylines 

or the treatment were more or less same and nonetheless the portrayal of women. Quarrelsome 

sans, extra-marital affairs of husband, conspiracy in family, loud make-up and dresses, etc. were 

becoming the sign of serials. If you are a women, you have to be a „vamp‟ with loud and extra 

make-up and jewelry, or a holy cow with minimum make-up, minimum dialogues and minimum 

acting (because in every action she has to be soft-spoken, less active). But, today the time has 

changed. Now we are experiencing a different kind of story with different character. „Jassi Jaisi 

Koi Nehi’ shows your look cannot be an issue in your success.Before the series „Mahi Way‟ we 

hardly imagined that a fat girl also can be a lead character. And very recently, in „Diya Aur Baati 

Hum‟ of Star Plus shows another side of a coin. In previous eras of serials, male character always 

was in the superior position in every sector of life, whether in education, income, or higher place 

in the family. But in „Diya Aur Baati Hum‟ a good and highly educated girl marries a minimal 

educated sweet maker.So, in that case, we can say that the mind-set or the tastes of Indian soap 

opera or serials are changing. In this study researcher want to trace the trend of women's 

portrayal in different prime time serials of one leading national channel- Star Plus and one 

regional channel- Star Jalsa of this decade. 
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Introduction 

After 1991‟s open economy in India caused a massive boom in the Indian television 

industry. Entry of foreign investors has opened up a vast horizon in terms of media 

content. The concept of „infotainment‟- blend of „information‟ and „entertainment‟ 

has come up. Television became accustomed to TRP, profits, revenue, etc. In this 

scenario a genre of soap operas came up in television entertainment channels. Those 

melodramatic soap operas or serial became the viral in every channel. Hundreds of 

cable channels beamed into our living room.Lots of program, the content of different 

genres has been emerged. India witnessed a new era of communication. 

Soap Operas in India 

In 1930s American press used the term „soap opera‟ for popular serialized radio drama. After that 

the term denoted all kinds of serialized drama. Primarily soap opera or serials have a more 

female audience. But scholars claim that “the gender of the viewer „inscribed‟ in the programmes 

so the soaps address women in particular” (Ahmed, 2012, p. 1). In the late 1980s, when 

television has started its journey in India, serial dramas were becoming part of a television 

program.The first series was Hum Log, a story of an urban middle-class family comprising three 

generations. After that, came Buniyaad which was considered the best series of all time. It is only 

in 2000, when Ekta Kapoor came with her “K‟ series and Indian serials became the Saans- Bahus 

conflict platform.  
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First serial was made by Balaji Telefilm was Itihass. First serial of „K‟ series was ‘Kyunki Saans 

Bhi Kabhi Bahu Thi’. The story revolves in Industrialist Virani family. The main characters were 

Maher their apple-of-the-eye son and his wife Tulsi.After the immediate release of „Kyunki 

Saans Bhi Kabhi Bahu Thi‟, another serial Kahani Ghar Ghar Ki aired with more or less the 

same storyline of Agarwal family and their son Om and daughter-in-law Parbati. Serials by Ekta 

Kapoor spread like a wild fire. They gained a huge TRP. Though the storylines or the portrayal 

were not so realistic but audiences glued on them. 

Women in Soap Operas 

Wearing a jardousi, decorated with jewelry, sindur, mangalsutra, Puja Thali in hand and 

religiously praying for her husband and family is what Indian women generally shown in 

television serials. Popular serials of K series by star network, Zee TVs „Har Ghar Kuch Kehta 

Hai‟, Sony TVs „Thodi Khusi Thode Gam‟ and „Khwaish‟, Sun TVs „Kollangal‟, „Kasthuri’, 

‘Megala’,’ Thiru Mathi Selvi‟, Kalaignar TVs the „Kathi Ponnu‟, Jaya TVs „Roja‟, Raj TVs 

„Geethanjali‟, Star Vijay‟s „Madurai‟, etc.., in every shows women are shown as some 

stereotyped characters. They are perfect wife, mother and daughter-in-law. They handled every 

situation with a smile. They cannot raise their voice. Every insult every torture she has to digest 

with head down and „smile‟. She prepared food, ready her children for school, ready watch, 

wallet hanky everything for her husband. This is what Indian serials showed a decade long. 

 

The women of India faced lots of ups and down. In Vedic period women enjoyed the same status 

like men in every sector. They had rights in rituals, property, in knowledge. But after Vedic era 
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the status of women deteriorated. Women became the property of men, which can be seen in 

customs related to marriage, family system etc.  

 

In mass media, television considered powerful and effective medium compared to other medium 

because of its visual nature. So it has a huge possibility to accelerate the development of the life 

of people especially women and children. But on the contrary, women were always exploited in 

the media specially on visual media.They are being projected stereotypical either the sex object 

or the homemaker. Soap operas of Indian televisions were not an exception. In „K‟ era women 

characters of every serial projected either in black or white. There is no shade of gray. Even the 

women on those serials were as decorative characters who only look after her family, husband, 

children who do not have her own desire or ambition. Their world was surrounded by the house. 

She sacrifices all her happiness for the family.Though their husband involved in some extra 

marital affairs. Most of the daily serials involve with the complexities of family, relation, 

marriage. They had created some stereotypes about women. 

 Saans and Bahu 

Major serials were dealing with family relation specially relation between mother-in-law and 

daughter-in-law. They portrayed as a competitor. If mother-in-law is good, then daughter-in-law 

will be devil or visa-versa. Interestingly the devil one can be identified by her loud make-up, 

expression and obviously some typical background music. 
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 Black and white 

Very person is not perfect at all. Between black and white there is a large portion of grey. But in 

those serials women characters were portrayed in either in white „ideal women‟ or in black 

„vamp queen‟. In every serial there was one that ideal women, basically who are soft-spoken, 

obedient, respectful with minimum make-up, minimum dialogues and minimum acting (because 

in every action she has to be soft-spoken, less active), who cares for every member of the family. 

To sacrifice all her happiness for family. She religiously carries symbols of marriage- sindur, 

mangalsutra, kumkum, Bindi etc.  

On the other hand vamp queen appeared on the screen with loud make-up, body reveal attire and 

crude expression. She can be spotted out from the crowd very easily by all these things. In some 

serials even they have dedicated tune. For an example in Kasauti Jindegi Ki, serial by Ekta 

Kapoor, Kamolika, negative character of the serial whenever presence in the screen background 

music with her name popped up.In most of the serials negative characters are always being a 

family breaker, manipulator, wore western dresses, always trying to make quarrel, etc. Urmile 

Shah in Saath Nibhana Sathiya, Charu in Sapne Suhane Ladappan Ke, Razia Mumani in Kabul 

Hai etc. It presents in regional Bengali serials too. Mrs Apollo in Rashi, Bhumi in Jol Nupur, etc. 

are few among many. 

 Jewelry Jardousi 

Another stereotype made with those serials are sloths. Women characters in this series have their 

typical dressing according to her position, nature and role. If she is good sesame then she wears 

heavy saris with moderate jewelry, if she is playing a strict mother-in-law then a large binder 
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with heavy jewelry, and the sari is must. For example Kokila in Saath Nibhana Sathiya. Soft 

spoken daughter must wear simple sari and minimum jewelry. On the contrast, western clothed 

women always were in the negative character. 

 Gender stereotyping 

Patriarchy is very much prominent in these serials. Women were might be holding special power, 

but its restricted in household matters. They are hardly seen in any decision making position in 

business or economic sector. Women were seen in the four walls of the house. Whereas male 

members are the main bread earner of the family (Kandpal, 2014). 

 Fair and Lovely 

India still has not gotten rid of looks bias. Serials are also not an exception. Women in serial 

must have good „fair‟ complexion with broad eyes, sharp nose, rosy lips. She has to be al time 

beautiful. Even when she is going to bed, she has to be look beautiful. She cannot be messy, 

cannot carelessly burn her hair. But have to be well maintained, polished. Looks, complexion 

were the criteria to be a woman. According to those serials women does not wear specs, does not 

have small eyes, blunt nose, dark skin. Portrayal of women in those serials are always „fair and 

lovely‟. 

 No working women 

Soap operas might be for women, but there is no women working. Serials are mostly centered 

around marriage- to whom, how, when, how many, in which situation, what happened after that 
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etc. there are hardly any women we find out who is working. According to Sharmila Tagore, 

Actress, “Content on TV is stereotypical. Their shows still revolve around son preference and 

kitchen dynamics. No women go to work. There is a complete absence of working women from 

TV. Today, every woman is doing a job and managing her family too. Women should be 

portrayed intelligently in today‟s time,” (2014) if some women are shown working outside were 

either forced to do or unhappy, alone (Rajan, 2010).  

In 2010, then Information and Broadcasting Minister Ambika Soni expressed her unhappiness 

for those stereotyping serials. She affirmed "Some serials are meaningless and take us back in 

time” (2010).Study by Kaul and Sahni revealed that majority respondent agreed that women are 

generally portrayed as housewives and glamorous which is „negatively stereotyped‟ (Kaul & 

Sahni, 2010).  

 

New image- new beginning 

After every dark night there always a bright sunrise. Amidst of all those negative, Indian society 

are seeing a wave of change. Many new series with a new story, characters, different angles are 

coming up which are trying to show different images and the role of Indian women. Serials like 

Mahi Way, Jassi Jassi Koi Nehi shows that look does not matter in success. Before those two 

serials we hardly imagined a bulky or braced girl in a lead role of any serials.Stories were 

becoming more mature, near to real, trustworthy. Mann ki Awak ek Pratigya shows how a 

woman desperately fights for her self-esteem, self-respect. The same wave of different portrayal 

of women can be seen in other language channel too. 
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Case Study 

For getting the changing picture of women's portrayal in Indian soap opera researcher has taken 

two prime time soap operas from both national and regional language channels. In both cases 

researcher studied story line, women‟s position in that story, the importance of character, etc. As 

a sample „Diya Aur Bari Hum‟ in Hindi from Star Plus and „Sokhi‟ in Bengali from Star Jalsa has 

been taken. 

Star Plus and Star Jalsa are two channels of the Star TV network. Star Plus has embraced its 

position of being no 1 for last 6 years. It is India‟s most popular Hindi channel. Star Jalsa is in 

Bengali language. In a very short period it became one of the most popular channels in Bengali 

Diya Aur Bati Hum 

‘Diya aur Bati Hum’ is serial telecast in Star Plus. It is a story of a meritorious girl who wanted 

to be an IPS officer. After death of her father and mother in car accident her brother arranged her 

marriage in hurry to settle in abroad. Without knowing anything about a man whom she got to 

marry she came to in-law house. She became strict, traditional, conserve Rathi family‟s elder 

dauther-in-law who wanted a less educated girl as because her son Suraj is not highly educated. 

But unfortunately they got highly qualified meritorious daughter-in-law Sandhya. By many plots 

and sub plots Suraj, Sandhya and other family members get to know about that. But Sandhya  
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Sokhi 

‘Sokhi’or „Close friend‟ is a story of women. It is a story of fighting the odds for truth, justice 

and equality. The serial telecasted every Monday to Friday at 10.30 pm in Star Jalsa, a Bengali 

entertainment of the Star TV network. The story revolves with two women, Ishani, an 

enthusiastic young journalist who loves her job and fights for truth and justice. Another is 

Kamola, an ordinary housewife of a big family.These two relatively different characters became 

one when one day Ishani met with Panchali, girlfriend of Debojit Sanyal, characterless son of 

cunning and influential advocate of the city Rudra Pratap Sanyal. With the help of Panchali 

Ishani published report and de-masked Debojit‟s scandal. After some days Panchali got murdered 

and Ishani suspected Debojit‟s involvement in that. So she started to collect proofs against 

Debojit. When Debojit get to know that Ishani has suspected him and collecting proofs against 

him, he sends goons to her to teach a lesson.When those goons molested her, that time, Kamala, 

wife of Debojit Sanyal saved her from molestation and lodged an FIR. This is how two different 

kinds of women, one is independent, working, the other is a housewife, learned to follow the 

norms set by family and society, came into the same platform. Through various plots and 

subplots they both realised that their fight is not only their own, but against of harassment faced 

by women every day.Through their help from each other they discover themselves. In this 

society if every woman comes forward to help other women then nothing can harm their spirit. 

Today every woman is suffering from some kind of inequalities. In these, only a true friend can 

stretch a hand. This story tells a tale of true friendship of two different kind of girl who were 

fighting for their rights. 
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Inference 

This study attempts to analyze the portrayal of women in Indian television. From the sample of 

both serials main characters are women. In those serials women were portrayed differently than 

previous genre of serials. 

 Beyond ‘Saans-bahu’ 

Both serials are more than a story of Saans-Bahusquarrel or relation. Women were not only 

indulge in „tu tu main main‟ with mother-in-law or visa versa. Life of women has lots of other 

issues too. She has her own dream, own fight, own identity. Diya Aur Bati Hum tells a story of 

chasing dreams through various odds and up down. Whereas Sokhi tells a story of fighting for 

self respect. Moreover, those serials shows a healthy relationship between mother-in-law and 

daughter-in-law.In Diya Aur Bati Hum Bhabo, Sandhya‟s mother-in-law supports and love 

Sandhya more than her own daughter. Same thing happens in Sokhi too. When Komola found 

that her fight is against her own husband and father-in-laws misdoing, she gets the support of her 

mother-in-law in her fight. This shows that the relation of Daughter-in-law and Mother-in-law 

are not always quarrelsome but sometimes it can be a divine relation of mother and daughter. 

 No one is perfect 

No one can be perfect. Stereotype of perfect daughter- perfect wife- perfect daughter in law 

drawn from previous soap operas are now changing. Now, serials are trying to show the more 

realistic image of a woman. No one has learned anything from the womb. From experience 

human learn a lesson for life. In Diya Aur Bati Hum Sandhya who was pampered and busy girl in 
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her studies does not know how to cook or any other household works. But she learns each and 

everything from family.That‟s why Bhabo, her mother-in-law gave her the key of family or the 

whole responsibility. This achievement of her is not because she is perfect, but because she learnt 

from her fault, from her negatives 

 More realistic more common 

Soap operas are described as a slice-of-a-life. In previous attire of the characters of serials were 

not at all realistic. They used to wear heavy jewelry, saris, etc. But recently serials have come up 

with more realistic, more next-to-door kind of attire. Here women are wearing normal saris. 

There make ups are more realistic. They are wearing simple cotton saris or Salwar. Those are 

more likely what we are used to wear. Even Ishani in Sokhi has been seen in jogging dress too. 

So those are becoming more slice-of-a-life 

 More prominent gender-Women 

Before in various serials men were always positioned in higher places in terms of power, respect, 

education or economics. But time has changed. Women are now omnipresent. They are walking 

equally with men in every sect of life. It reflects in today‟s serial too. Sometime women were 

given more power or status than the male characters. Sandhya is more educated than her husband 

Suraj. In Sokhi too Komola fights against her own characterless husband. In terms of status, 

power, respect women are getting more prominence in new serials.Their work and 

responsibilities were not restricted only in the boundaries of family or home. They go beyond 

that. 
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 Working Women 

Perfect wife, perfect mother, perfect daughter-in-law but not a perfect working colleague. That is 

how previously women had been portrayed. There were no such serials with working women. 

Rearing up kids, cooking for family has been very old. Now women are working outside. She has 

her own workplace. She shares all responsibility with her husband. Women became more mature, 

self-dependent. In both sampled serials lead female characters are working women. Sandhya of 

Diya Aur Bati Hum became an IPS officer, her childhood dream with the help of her husband 

Suraj. In other serial „Sokhi‟, lead character Ishani is a journalist. So working women are coming 

up in the new genre of serials. 

Changing trends in women portrayals 

Society is changing as the serials too. People also like those changes. That‟s why serial Diya Aur 

Bati Hum bagged most of the star awards of favourite bahu favourite husband, favourite mother-

in-law, favourite female characters. Those two are not only serials who are coming up with 

positive trends in women's portrayal. Balika Badhu of Colors show an optimistic way. They're a 

family pushes their child daughter-in-law for her education and freedom. Serial Afsar Bitiya 

shows how a girl achieve her dream to be an IPS officer against all her odds. Another serial of 

Star Plus Sasural Genda Ful showed marriage between a high classed girl with the middle class 

boy. She faced a lot of problems in in-laws house. But her in-laws tried their level best to give all 

the luxuries to Suhana. Even they installed AC in their room, especially for Suhana. Those kind 

of treatment and pampers, cares cannot be imagined in previous series. A study on Star Plus‟s 

serial show that radical feminism has been promoted by new genres serials of Star Plus. Women 
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were mostly seen in assertive, decision making authority, bold and confident . it also showed that 

serials are now focusing on more equal social rights of women (Khan & Zaheen, 2011).  

 

Conclusion 

Changes are going on. Slow but steady. Television channels are also walking with that change. 

That shows In their content, treatment, tone too. Channels like Star Jalsa even launched their 

brand philosophy „Chalo Paltai‟ (Lets Change) which reflects on their fresh storylines, talented 

actors and in music. So it's not too far when all the channels will join this change. Let's Change. 
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